BEIJA-FLOR CAKE
(from the Bewitching Kitchen, inspired by this recipe)
recipe is enough for 4 cakes, only 3 cake layers were used for the final dessert)
1 + 1/4 cup chopped Brazil nuts
3 cups (370g) all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda

1 and 1/2 teaspoons mixed spice (or use cinnamon plus a touch of cloves)
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 cup mashed banana
1 cup mango coarsely pureed

½ cup passionfruit pulp
3 large eggs, at room temperature
1/2 cup grapeseed oil
1 cup (200g) packed brown sugar
3/4 cup (150g) granulated sugar
1 teaspoons vanilla paste
Heat the oven to 300°F. Spread Brazil nuts onto a lined baking pan. Toast for 8
minutes. Remove from the oven. Turn oven up to 350°F, then grease and
lightly flour four 6-inch cake pans.
Whisk the flour, baking soda, mixed spice and salt together in a large
bowl. Whisk the rest of the cake ingredients in a medium bowl. Pour wet
ingredients into dry ingredients and whisk until completely combined. Fold in
all the nuts. Spread batter evenly between the 4 prepared cake pans. Bake for
25-30 minutes or until a toothpick inserted in the center comes out clean.
Remove cakes from the oven and allow to cool completely in the pans set on a
wire rack. Once completely cooled, remove cakes from pan and level the tops
off if necessary to make them completely flat.
CREAM CHEESE FROSTING
(adapted from Sweet Bake Shop)
2 cups (450 g) unsalted butter, room temperature
½ cup (110 g) cream cheese, softened
5½ cups (700 g) confectioners’ sugar
1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract
2 to 3 drops yellow and orange gel food dye
¾ cup yellow and orange sprinkles

In the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with the paddle attachment, beat together the
butter and cream cheese on medium speed until smooth.
With the mixer running on low-speed, slowly add the confectioners’ sugar. Add
the vanilla, then turn the mixer up to medium speed and beat until light and
fluffy, about 2 minutes. Stop the mixer and scrape down the sides and bottom
of the bowl, then beat again on medium speed again for a few seconds. Use
immediately or store in the fridge for a couple of days.
CAKE ASSEMBLY: Place 3/4 cup frosting in a small bowl and dye it yellow.
Place 3/4 frosting in another small bowl and dye it orange. Prepare two small
piping bags (with no icing tips) containing the two colors, each in one bag.
Carefully cut the tips with scissors, and place them delicately in a larger piping
bag fitted with a 1M tip or any other tip of your choice. Make sure the opening
of both bags are at the same distance of the 1M tip. Test that both colors are
coming out together. Reserve. Add sprinkles to the rest of the frosting that was
not dyed.
Place the first cake on a board, cut side up. Add a layer of frosting with
sprinkles. Add another cake on top, cut side up. Spread a bit more frosting, top
with the final cake, cut side down (this makes sure that the top will be smooth
and leveled). Add a thin layer of frosting and refrigerate the cake for 30
minutes, or place in the freezer for about 10 minutes to set the frosting.
Frost the cake, top and sides, then use the two-color frosting to pipe decorative
swirls on the bottom and top. Refrigerate and bring to room temperature 30
minutes before serving.

